Heterogeneous small cell networks with overlay femtocells and macrocell is a promising solution for future heterogeneous wireless cellular communications. However, great resilience is needed in heterogeneous small cells in case of accidents, attacks and natural disasters. In this article, we first describe the network architecture of disaster resilient heterogeneous small cell networks (DRHSCNs), where several self-organization inspired approaches are applied. Based on the proposed resilient heterogeneous small cell network architecture, self-configuring (power, physical cell ID and neighbor cell list selfconfiguration) and self-optimizing (coverage and capacity optimization and mobility robustness optimization) techniques are investigated in the DRHSCN. Simulation results show that self-configuration and self-optimization can effectively improve the performance of the deployment and operation of the small cell networks in disaster scenarios. Disaster resilience, heterogeneous small cell networks, self-organization.
as inside buildings. Self-organization features also enhance network performance and service quality by better adapting to specific characteristics and requirements in disaster scenarios.
In this article, we apply self-organization approaches in disaster resilient heterogeneous small cells. A SON enabled DRHSCN architecture is introduced in Section II. Self-configuration, including PCI self-configuration and automatic neighbor relation (ANR) self-configuration, is studied in Section III. Self-optimization, including mobility robustness optimization and coverage and capacity optimization, is presented in Section IV. The conclusion of this article is in Section V. Fig. 1 shows the network architecture of a DRHSCN, which is comprised of a macrocell and several small cells, with the satellite access link as the backhaul. The SON entity can be deployed on the base station side. In this article, we focus on self-configuration and self-optimization in SON enabled DRHSCNs.
II. A SON ENABLED DRHSCN ARCHITECTURE
A self-configuration process is defined as a process in which newly deployed nodes in a disaster scenario are configured by automatic installation procedures to get the necessary basic configuration for system operation [13] . The self-configuration phase is triggered by 'incidental events' or 'intentional events'. Examples are the addition of a new site and the introduction of a service or a new network feature. In this case, it usually require eNB to configure many radio resource management parameters and schemes, neighbor lists and pilot powers. The process of configuration should be prior to the self-optimization.
A self-optimization process is defined as a process where UE and eNB measurements and performance optimization is self-optimized [13] . Self-optimization can self-optimize the radio resource management parameters, including power settings (pilot, control and traffic channels), antenna parameters (tilt, azimuth), neighbor lists (PCI and associated weights), and a range of radio parameters (admission/handover management and scheduling). The process of selfoptimization can work when the RF interface is switched on.
The degree of self-organization in cellular network can be determined by network operators case by case. Generally, operator only need to determine the SON methods with certain guidance, and it usually requires balance with tradeoffs in coverage, capacity, QoS and cost. SON can May 14, 2015 DRAFT provide operator with new deployed eNB information, advice of good deployment location, suggestions for new channel boards, type of amplifiers, or setting of antenna tilt angle, etc.
Consider a fully configured and operating radio access network, which is arbitrarily start at the certain "measurement" phase. In this phase, massive measurement of various parameters May 14, 2015 DRAFT are collected by the eNB or UE's feed back. These collected measurement parameters of radio channel characteristics, traffic and users' mobility states, are processed before provided to SON entity for various self-optimization tasks. The specific parameters, report period, etc., usually depend on the certain scheme of the self-optimization method.
III. SELF-CONFIGURATION IN DRHSCNS
A. Self-Configuration of Transmitter Power
After power-on, HeNB can detect the wireless environment with a downlink receiver. The
HeNB can get the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) of the macro eNB and its neighbor
HeNBs from this detection. The self-configuration process will use the detection result to configure a suitable transmitter power for the HeNB with the consideration of co-channel interference mitigation. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), to guarantee a self-configuration scheme to work well, we need the following assumptions 1) HeNB has a small coverage area and the boundary is defined as the place that pathloss is 2 dB away from HeNB; 2) A close-by macrocell UE (MUE) or femtocell UE (FUE) has a similar RSRP as the detection of HeNB; 3) If the SINR of a FUE received from the HeNB is more than 3 dB, it means FUE is covered by a HeNB; 4)
If the SINR of a MUE received from the macro eNB is more than 1 dB, it means that MUE is covered by a macro eNB.
With the above assumptions, the basic concept of the algorithm in self-configuration process can be described as following: 1) Maintain an SINR to be less than 3 dB for a FUE located more than 2 dB away from HeNB; 2) Maintain an SINR to be more than 1 dB for a MUE located more than 2 dB away from HeNB. The power self-configuration scheme is given in Fig.   2 (b) and Fig. 2(c) . Fig. 2(b) shows that the suitable transmit power of HeNB should guarantee FUE on the boundary, i.e., FUE's SINR is less than 3 dB. Thus the HeNB cannot affect the MUE. Fig. 2(c) shows the suitable transmit power of HeNB should guarantee the MUE on the boundary, i.e., MUE's SINR is more than 1 dB. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated together with coverage and capacity optimization in Section IV. When a new small cell base station is brought into the field, a PCI needs to be selected for each of its supported cells to avoid collision with neighboring cells. The use of one PCI by two cells would result in hindering the identification. Traditionally, the proper PCI is derived from radio network planning and is part of the initial configuration of the node. The PCI assignment must satisfy the following conditions: i) "collision-free", ii) the PCI is unique in the area that the cell covers, iii) "confusion-free", iv) a cell shall not have a same PCI with its neighboring cells.
However, it is not always possible to guarantee "confusion-free" in a dense heterogeneous small cell deployment scenario, since there are too many overlaid HeNBs deployed under a macro eNB and the number of possible PCIs is limited to 504.
In this subsection, we present a simple but effective PCI self-configuration scheme shown in Fig. 3 (a).
As can be seen from Fig. 4 (a), PCI self-configuration has a lower number of collisions than the random allocation scheme in terms of the number of collisions. In other words, the proposed scheme can greatly decrease PCI confusion and collision. This is very important in disaster scenarios since small cell base stations are randomly deployed.
C. Self-Configuration of ANR
Automatic Neighbor Relation implementation is a key feature for SON enabled DRHSCNs.
The purpose of the ANR function is to relieve operators from the burden of manually managing
Neighbor Relations (NRs), since people may not be available in disaster scenarios [13] . The function of ANR should be in the eNB and have power to manage the Neighbor Relation The ANR self-configuration procedure for DRHSCN in disaster scenarios is shown in Fig.   3 (b). And the performance of self-configuration of ANR is shown in Fig. 4(b) . As shown in the figure, small cell base station detection based ANR can reduce the number of detected neighbor cells, which can alleviate the burden of neighbor cell selection in handover.
IV. SELF-OPTIMIZATION IN DRHSCNS
Handover is one of the most resource-consuming procedures so that handover needs careful design optimization by SON. From time to time, the combination of diverse user mobility patterns and complex cell boundary coverage can generate frequent unnecessary handovers that lead to RLF and unnecessary handovers. Therefore, handover related parameter optimization, such as, handover decision or access control should detect those scenarios and solve it. Since the objective of reducing unnecessary handovers sometimes is contrary to the objective of reducing the number of handover failures, optimization algorithm design should also be able to consider the tradeoff between handover failure and unnecessary handover.
A. Mobility Robustness Optimization
In the following, we present a cost function based mobility robustness scheme [14] , where the cost function is comprised of a weighted sum of the number of ping-pongs, continue handovers, late handovers, early handovers and wrong handovers.
Ping-pong handover, continue handover, late handover, early handover and wrong handover are defined as follows [15] , 1) Ping-pong handover: A handover to the serving cell from the target cell shortly after a successful handover to the target cell; 2) Continue handover: A handover to another cell (neither the serving cell nor the target cell) shortly after a successful handover to the target cell; 3) Late handover: A RLF occurs in a serving cell before handover or during the handover procedure, and then the UE reconnects to the target cell (different from the serving cell); 4) Early handover: A RLF occurs shortly after a successful handover to the target cell, and then the UE reconnects to the serving cell; 5) Wrong handover: A RLF occurs shortly after a successful handover to the target cell, and then the UE reconnects to another cell (neither the serving cell nor the target cell).
Also, in order to detect too late, too early, wrong handovers and call drops to construct the cost function, the following procedure is applied. In the procedure, eNB starts the timer for each UE at the moment of receiving the handover completion from each UE. During the connecting time period, if the eNB receives the RLF report from other eNBs, the eNB should stop the timer. Based on the performance metric definitions, according to UE's status after the RLF, eNB categorizes RLF as a call drop, too late handover, too early handover or wrong handover.
The optimization algorithm embedded within a single (H)eNB, collects the performance metrics and computes the optimized parameters. The detailed optimization algorithm procedure is described in Fig. 5(a) . in terms of RLF radio and unnecessary handover ratio in DRHSCNs. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed cost function based mobility management scheme has a better performance than the existing scheme, which indicates that the proposed mobility robustness optimization (MRO) scheme can improve the mobility handover performance in disaster area to support the user mobility and the random deployment of small cell base stations.
B. Coverage and Capacity Optimization
Coverage and capacity optimization is an important issue for heterogeneous small cells in disaster scenario. With the demand of small cell base station deployment in the disaster area, the interference between a macro base station and a small cell base station becomes the major obstacle for deployment, which may decrease the performance of the disaster resilient heterogenous communication networks.
In this section, we propose a boundary based coverage and capacity optimization scheme. In the self-configuration process, the boundary is assumed fixed, whereas in a real environment, the size of an apartment or a house varies. Meanwhile, it is desirable to get the real boundaries of every HeNB coverage area. In the self-configuration process, the SON system cannot get any information except the RSRP of macro eNB and neighbor HeNB, and one cannot determine May 14, 2015 DRAFT the exact boundary only from the detection. However, in the self-optimization process there are FUEs working in the coverage area of HeNB, so one can use the measurement of FUE to determine the boundary. When a FUE enters an apartment, its RSRP from HeNB will have a big change because of the penetration loss of walls, so one can use the path-loss to estimate the radius of the HeNB coverage. The detailed procedure is described in Fig. 6(a) . 
